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Abstract
Now-a-days due to improper lifestyle, junk food and bad habits we are facing so many problems in our life and
because of this we are inviting unwanted lethal diseases. Heart Disease, Diabetes and Hypertension are three of
them and it has affected numbers of people worldwide. In recent times, These diseases have been become the
major reason of death among people of any age group. Therefore, the enhancement for predicting this kind of
diseases are required in the health sector with the help of different Machine Learning (ML) methods. In this
study we used Hybrid Ensemble Common Model (HECM) for predicting Heart, Diabetes and Hypertension
Disease. LightGBM, Random Forest, KNN used as Ensemble Classifier then output given to Voting classifier for
final output. Cross Validation done at last and final output recorded .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning is an subset of Data Science that
provides computers the ability to learn
automatically
and improve from experience
without being explicitly programmed. Machine
Learning focuses on the developments of system
programs to access data and make prediction for
future decision. Machine learning uses many
Techniques and models to learn itself. While
Extracting knowledge from enormous amount of
data and translating unprocessed data into valuable
information called Data Science . This technology
provides support in the recognition of patterns

among data. There are various application fields in
which data Science techniques are used extensively.
These fields include many businesses , clinical
diagnosis, science & engineering ,Social media etc.
Now days alone Machine Learning’s single classifier
is not enough to classify with higher accuracy and
less time . So we can ensemble many classifier to
each other, this ensembling method is called
Hybrid Machine Learning Model. In previous
research study comparison of various classifier
ensembles are used for Disease prediction. But they
didn’t build any common model for various
diseases.
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In this paper we introduce Hybrid Ensemble
Common Model (HECM) for various Disease
prediction . during Covid-19 pandemic survival rate
was low in hypertension, heart or diabetes patient
and majority death in Covid-19 pandemic was due
to these diseases.
1.2Disease Description
 Diabetes, is concerns as a long-lasting health
condition that affects the process of turning
food into energy. In this condition blood sugar
goes up. This disease may be lead to heart
disease. Most common symptoms are urinate a
lot, are very thirsty and hungry, loose weight
dry skin and tired.
 Hypertension, that is a problem which force of
the blood against the artery walls which is too
high. Common symptoms are headache,
irregular heartbeats , nervousness ,chest pain,
blood in urine.
 Heart attack, when a blood clot blocks the flow
of blood to the heart, and the tissues die due to
lack of blood, this condition is called a heart
attack. commonly seen symptoms of cardiac
disease are breath shortness, physical body
illness and swelling in feet.
Researchers make an attempt for discovering an
effective method so that these diseases can be
detected because the existing diagnosis methods of
these disease are less efficient in early time
identification. There are various reasons behind this
including accuracy. The precise and accurate
detection of above kind of illness is relied on the
earlier knowledge and information regarding the
pathological events.
Problem Definition
The main problem in disease prediction is to classify
that the person or patient have disease or not. If
patient have any disease then it classifies as
unhealthy else healthy. Our problem is classifies a
disease with higher accuracy and with single model.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Senthil kumar Mohan, suggested a new technique
named HRFLM utilized to discover a valuable
attribute with the implementation of ML schemes.
The hybrid RF was integrated with the LM. This
technique leads to enhance the accuracy while
predicting the heart only disease. The predictive
eISSN 1303-5150

model was presented by incorporating attributes
and various classification methods. An improved
performance level with only 88.7% accuracy was
obtained from the suggested technique.
Additionally, the suggested technique was shown
appropriate for predicting the only heart disease
not for other disease.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research work we focused on prediction of the
three main disease which are Heart disease,
Diabetes and Hypertension using the Hybrid
Ensemble Common Model (HECM). That model
based on combining KNN, LGBM(Light Gradient
Boost) and Random Forest and Estimated with
Voting classification for final result. Voting classifier
worked as Meta classifier and KNN, LGBM and RF
classifier will use as the base classifier and Voting
Classifier used as meta classifier. dataset collected
from Kaggle,
different dataset
taken for
heart,diabetes and hypertension. All dataset have
different features and impossible to join together.
That why we created common model to predict
with high accuracy and efficiently with less time
taken. The performance of the proposed approach
will be analyzed in terms of certain parameters like
accuracy , precision and recall and F-measure, cross
validation.
Proposed methodology Algorithm Following are the various steps of research
methodology:Step 1: Input the dataset for the any disease for
prediction of any disease. In our case we used
heart,diabetes and hypertension dataset.
Step 2:Preprocess dataset , remove outliers, change
categorical attribute into continuous variables .Split
dataset 80:20 ratio, where 80 is Training dataset
and 20 is test data set .
Step 3: Append classifiers on Estimator with KNN,
LGBM and Random Forest combined for the
prediction of the dataset, in our case Random
Forest Estimator was 100 in variable. KNN has
leaf_size=4, metric='minkowski',n, n_neighbors=3.
And output was collected in Estimator.
Step 4: Now predict final result with majority
Voting classifier with Estimator. It predict final
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result on test dataset and return variable as
predicted values.
Step 5: Cross validation done after final result at last
for validate our model accuracy.
Step6: Confusion metric,Sensitivity,F1,Recall and
Time taken for final prediction recorded as per our
equirement.
In classification, an input is consisting of the Knearest training examples in feature space and on
the other hands, the output depends upon n
classification category. The output is belongs to
classification category when,
A data is classified by majority of the votes from
it’s neighbor with the objects being assigned to

The yi is 1st case and the y is the prediction or
outcome of the query. The
non-parametric
approach that is used to perform classification as
well as regression is known as K Near Neighbor
classifier. The data is supposed to be refer in the
feature space through KNN.
Else within
multidimensional or the scalars vectors, the given
data in the applications. When the points are
available in the feature space, here is the most
important thing is a notion of distance. Although if
we want to calculate the distance Euclidean
distance is the most important algorithm, there is
no need to use only this method to do calculation.
When we want to estimate the density at point a,
place a hypercube which centered at a and it’s
continuously increased till k neighbors are not
captured. Then, we can apply the following formula
to estimate the density:
𝑝(𝑎) =

𝑘/𝑛
𝑉

Here, n- denotes total numbers of available data
points. And V shows the volume of hypercube.

that class which is most common it’s K.N.N .
If the k=1, then the object is belongs to the class of
that single nearest neighbor. KNN is the simplest
algorithm in which all cases are stores and classifies
based upon the similarity measures and has been
used in statistical estimation and pattern
recognition. Once the value for k is selected then
the prediction can be made for the regression, KNN
prediction is the average of KNN outcomes
𝑘

𝑦 = 1/𝑘 ∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑖=1
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LightGBM uses the algorithm which is based on tree
based learning algorithm, it’s a gradient boosting
framework. It’s design is suitable to be distributed
and efficient with the faster speed of training, low
usage of memory, Better accuracy, higher
efficiency. It also supports parallel and GPU
learning. Light GBM increases tree vertically while
other algorithm increases trees horizontally which
means it (Light GBM) increases tree leaf-wise while
other, algorithm increases level-wise. It will be able
to select the leaf which has max delta loss to
increase. When increasing the identical leaf, Leafwise algorithm is able to reduce more loss in place
of level-wise algorithm.
There is given the explanation of the
implementation of GBM and other boosting
algorithms.
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𝑛

Gini Index = 1 − ∑(𝑃𝑖 )x(𝑃𝑖 )
𝑙=1

=1 − [(𝑝 +)2 + (𝑃 −)2]
We can also use to measure impurity from split
dataset with help of Entropy,
𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑠) = −𝑃 (+) log 𝑃 (+) − 𝑃 (−)𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(−)
Tool Description in this proposed work

The size of data is growing day by day and it is
becoming difficult for old or ancient data science
algorithms to performs faster results. Light GBM
uses prefix ‘Light’which denotes it’s high speed. It is
capable to work with the large size of data.And It
uses lower memory to run. Other reason of Light
GBM popularity is because it is more focused on
accuracy of results. Light GBM also supports GPU
learning and that why scientists are widely using
Light GBM for application development for data
science
Random Forest, (RF) is supervised Machine Learning
algorithm and it is like bagging algorithm. In early
Random Forest (RF) uses Classification And
Regression Tree(CART) decision tree as weak learner
which was based on the GINI coefficient to select
features when we generate tree. The selected
features are randomly selected, so we get random
result and due to randomness it is useful to variance
of model. RF do not need additional pruning and
have anti over fitting. There are some advantages :
 Due to ensemble classifier it’s accuracy is
better than other single classifiers.
 It is combined tree classifier and due to this
property it can classify non linear data
easily.
 In training phase it learn faster than other
classifier.
 it took take less time than other.
We basically need to know the impurities in dataset,
so we can use Gini index which can help us to find
out the impurities, we can take lowest Gini index for
better results.
eISSN 1303-5150

1. Confusion Matrix:- The classification in matrixes
learning we need to worry about the percentage of
correct classification and misclassification. Then we
need a method that provide accuracy and also help
us to calculate correct and incorrect classifications.
Here the confusion matrix come for this purpose it
is generally 2x2 (NxN) matrix which solve the
evaluation problem help to increase performance of
matrix learning models.
1595

Table 1: Confusion Matrix
TP - True Positive
TN - True Negative
FP - False Positive
FN – False Negative
Accuracy= (TP + TN) / (TP+FP+FN+TN) ..(A.1)
2 Recall: The ratio of number of times the model
predicts positive cases correctly to the total number
of actual positive cases is known as recall.
𝑻𝑷

𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍 = 𝑻𝑷+𝑭𝑵

..(A.2)

b. It is also called the F Score or the F Measure. In
another word, the F1 score conveys the balance
between the precision and the recall
F1= 2*((precision*recall)/(precision+recall)
3 . Precision: The ratio of number of times the
model correctly predicts positive cases to the total
number of positive cases predicted by it is called
precision.
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃)
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Sensitivity:- The Sensitivity is a measurement tool
which is also known as TPR (True Positive Rate) or
recall.
If model have high sensitivity then the model have
few false negatives in other word sensitivity is
inversely proportional to false negative.

In this work we used spyder 4 (Anaconda) which
use Python interpreter. Python is an open source
and available freely for everyone. Python have
large machine learning libraries like pandas,
numpy and sklearn. Datasets are collected from
the kaggle. The HRFLM classifier
with base
classifier as RF is applied in the previous research
1596

Sensitivity ∝ 1/ False Negative … (B.1)
If the sum of sensitivity (TPR) and FNR would be = 1
TPR + FNR = 1

….(B.2)

Mathematically sensitivity calculated
Sensitivity = (TP) / (TP+FN)
2. True Positive :- True Positive refers that a person
predicted as suffering from any disease, is actually
suffering from predicted disease. In other words,
true positive shows actually unhealthy person.

3. False Positive :- False Position refers that a
person predicted as suffering from any disease, is a
healthy person, is not actually suffering from that
kind of disease.
In real time prediction – it is very deadly to person
to predict him healthy but really he is unhealthy.
The specificity and accuracy need to improved.

work for the Heart Disease prediction. In this
approach dataset is given KNN, LGBM and RF in
form of estimator [ ] .ensemble classifier (HRFLM)
as input, and this generate an output which give
as input to voting classifier which is applied for the
final output. In this proposed method HRFLM
classification method which is the combination of
KNN, LGBM and RF. This HRFLM method will
reduces the time complexity of the model and
increases accuracy and other parameters like
recall, precision , sensitivity used.
Dataset:

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
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Table 2: Heart Disease Dataset,

 Hypertension, The variable information related to
this diseases is taken from a third-party website, the
international challenge on the famous internet
platform Kaggle , which gives data in the title of
“healthcare data” that was uploaded by Miss.
Agarwal. The data is consist with 43,400 patients and
nine attributes, including the attribute which was
predicted. The organizers provided the types of a
data stream to help a large set of individual factors,
with algorithmic development

For each dataset we followed below proposed
method for classification,
Step 1: Input the dataset for the any disease for
prediction of any disease. In our case we used
heart,diabetes and hypertension dataset.
Step 2:Preprocess dataset , remove outliers, change
categorical attribute into continuous variables .Split 1597
dataset 80:20 ratio, where 80 is Training dataset
and 20 is test data set .
 Heart In our approach dataset taken from kaggle,
UCI repository. For heart disease the dataset we use
the well known Cleveland dataset which is collected
from a UCI machine learning repository. After
collecting various records data is pre-processed.
There is 303 patient records, in dataset where 6
records have no values. Those 6 records are already
removed from the dataset and the remaining 297
patient records are used in pre-processing. The
binary classification and multiclass variable are
introduced for the attributes of the given dataset.
The dataset description is given in Table 2.
 Diabetes, the PIMA Indians Diabetes dataset taken
from kaggle and it contains 768 female diabetic
patients from the Pima Indian population. This
dataset contains 268 diabetic patients which are
positive and 500 patients are negative. Dataset has
8 different attributes, data description in table 3.
Table 3: Showing Diabetes Dataset.

Step 3: Append classifiers on Estimator with KNN,
LGBM and Random Forest combined for the
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prediction of the dataset, in our case Random
Forest Estimator was 100 in variable. KNN has
leaf_size=4, metric='minkowski',n, n_neighbors=3.
And output was collected in Estimator.
Step 4: Now

predict final result with majority

Voting classifier with Estimator. It predict final
result on test dataset and return variable as
predicted values.
Step 5: Cross validation done after final result at last
for validate our model accuracy.
Step6: Confusion metric,Sensitivity,F1,Recall and
Time taken for final prediction recorded as per our

shown 0.47 second but as previous study no time
comparison done at that time.
Fig.1. the graph plotted between accuracy and
other measuring tools.

Table 5:Showing diabetes disease with different
parameters
In Table 5, we also mentioned author and previous
disease results. This table shows that SVM and
Swarm Intelligence method which was hybrid of
xgboost and naïve bayes achieved low accuracy
respectively 69% and 70%. Hybrid ANN showed 77%
while our proposed HECM model achieved 81.82%
accuracy with 80% cross validation,70.21% precision,
f1 and sensitivity. In previous work they did not
calculated time taken by classifier till final
classification.

requirement.
Table 4: Heart Disease with different parameters.

1598

In Fig.2. the graph plotted between accuracy and
other measuring tools for diabetes disease.

In Table 4, represent comparison of several Classifiers
with our
proposed HECM method . In this
comparison the heart disease dataset and different
machine learning algorithms are compared. Table 4
shows that the naïve byes accuracy 78.8% and
Adaboost accuracy is 90% whereas our proposed
HECM method showed 91.80 %. Sensitivity is higher
among all classifiers. Time is also calculated and it
eISSN 1303-5150
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Fig.3. The graph plotted between accuracy and other
measuring tools for diabetes disease.
Conclusion

Table 6 :Hypertension Disease comparison with
different parameters.
In this table we compared mainly 2 classifier with
our model. Decision Tree done by youngkeun choi
[22] achieved 90.50% accuracy with 99 % other
parameters. Random forest shows 88.2% accuracy,
F1 was 79% and sensitivity was just 66.5 % while
our proposed model HECM showed 99.48%
accuracy with 99% cross validation and 100% with
other parameters. Hypertension prediction got the
best result with this model. Time was calculated
and just 0.94 second taken for final prediction.

eISSN 1303-5150

In this work, we introduced a Hybrid Ensemble
Common Model (HECM) for was based on
supervised classifiers e.g. Random Forest, Light
GBM and KNN also as Estimator or final
classification done by majority Voting. In
previous research work they used either single
or combination of two classifiers. Also they
didn’t recorded time taken for classification
done by classifiers. The average accuracy was
80% in previous work which was good but still
need higher accuracy and need single model for
classification of almost all diseases. Time is key
factor while working with real time frame work
or working with web based or cloud based
classification, due to slow classification web
server can crash or lead to delay in classification.
Our proposed HECM model took 0.49 to 0.9
second for final prediction when working with
dataset have tuples 1K to 10K.
The HECM achieved 99.48% accuracy with
Hypertension dataset, and 100% with
F1,Sensitivity and Precision. While heart disease
dataset, HECM showed 91.80% accuracy.
www.neuroquantology.com
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Diabetes disease prediction we got 81.82%
accuracy which was good. All disease achieved
higher accuracy than previous work.
The performance of proposed model HECM is
tested in terms of accuracy and other
parameters, HECM model showed higher
accuracy as compared to existing techniques.
In future we will add more diseases and will
increase more accuracy with less time.
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